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Jerome, one of the worst things that anybody which anybody could do was to

marry again after he had become after he had become a widower, or that a

woman should marry am after she had become a widow. Both Augustin and

Jerome thought that $ that was one of the very worst of all possible sins.

And so Augustin, in later years, bitterly reproached himself for the advice
fice

he had given Barnab, because Bp.rnabas fell into this particular sin.

Barnafice went to a representative of the Roman government; he went to
i/k

Spa±y Spee(?) and visited the government there as the of the

Germanic iibes that had seized Spain, taken it from the empire. And this

was the tribe known as the Vandals. We noticedthat a man from this tribe

had been chief general of the Roman Empire, and had protected Italy from the

Barbarian attacks, and it was after the emporor treacherously killed him

that the Goths were able to come in and to sck Rome. Well, this was the

same tribe, but Stilatal seems to have been- I don't know as I'd say, "Not

typical of the tribe," but at least he was different from the leaders of

it. I think that we have all too great a tendency to judge a. people by its

ders. I think that is entirely wrong. I think you will find good people

and bed/ people in every nation. In every race, in every group of people

you will find very fine people and very bad people, but if the good people

get in the position of control you are apt to think the whole nation is good,

and if the bad people get into a situation of control, we are apt to think

that the wh- whole nation is bad. For instance, I hate to hear people

talking about what Russia does or what to-- the Russians do. It is my

impression that the Russians are as fine a. people as there is on the face of
very

the eth, that they are a very/fine class of people as a whole, a. people

that have the very finest potentialities, but you have perhaps 180 million

people, and you have a group of not over a million of them who belong to the

Communist party. And then the other 179 million are kept in absolute

subjection, with at least 15 million of them in slave lbor camps, subject

to terrible treatment, and the rest of them in danger of their life at every

instant, and this little group of a million--and n4even this group of a

million , I'm not sure that the cruelty that they practice is typicel of the
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